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Abstract 

Topic modelling is increasingly important for the analysis of large volumes of unlabelled data 

necessitating scanning a collection of documents and identifying keywords and language usage 

patterns. It is a technique of unsupervised machine learning that enables clustering of similar 

word groups and expressions under topics as well as analyse individual topic content. The 

negative impacts of the pandemic have been reflected in the news media. This research applies 

topic modelling to the COVID-19 news articles from AYLIEN to identify key themes in the 

large volume of COVID-19 news articles. Topic modelling algorithms applied and compared 

include LDA, NMF, LSI and HDP. LDA showed interpretable topics with better topic 

coherence and identification of underlying themes including worldwide spread; workplace 

activity impact; lockdown implications; medical supply shortages; social and sport knock-on 

effects; and disease statistics.  Results of applying the different algorithms are presented.  

 

 

Keywords: Topic Modelling, COVID-19, News, Themes, topics 
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Chapter 1 -  Introduction 

1.1: Background 

The early signs of a similar virus to COVID-19 had been traced in the 1930s which affected the 

respiratory system of the human. Currently, the latest infection named SARS-CoV-2 was 

confirmed on 20th January 2020, during the COVID-19 pandemic which led to the world health 

emergency outbreak. This virus was first discovered on a person with symptoms of falling ill 

on 1st of December 2019 in the city of Wuhan (Capital city of province Hubei in China), and 

the visible origin was somewhat linked with the cluster of the wet market. (“COVID-19 

pandemic,” 2020) The virus claimed to be a part of human-to-human transmission, which 

sprung the emergence of global social and economic disruption. This not only affected the 

largest global recession but also the greatest depression for most people who fall into extreme 

poverty. The breakdown caused lockdown over many countries as an emergency for not 

spreading the virus. It led to postponement or cancellation of sports events, religious 

celebrations, political affairs, and cultural events. This major outbreak was all over the news, 

internet, and radio channel as a piece of crucial information was to be shared every second 

about COVID-19 around the world.  

 

With a rapid amount of information is shared through electronic communication technologies, 

the growing unstructured data needs to make better decisions for the organizations. The data 

analyzed should be properly maintained and transformed manually to assist the decision-makers 

for achieving success in organizational goals. It became necessary to develop optimized 

techniques for mining vast information via indexing, searching, browsing, and organizing a 

large number of documents. The discovery of abstract topics or hidden semantic structures from 

the large set of documents or a text body is topic modelling.  

 

Topic modelling is a machine learning or natural language processing technique, frequently 

used to understand and offer insights from a large collection of unstructured text data. Topics 

are generated with the probability distribution of relevant terms or words from the documents 

by analyzing and assigning weights to each word. Topic Model can help to organize, and cluster 
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similar words based on statistics. (“Hasan et al. - 2019 - Topic Modelling A Comparison of The 

Performance o.pdf,” n.d.) 

 

Today’s newsreader is spending less time reading the content or the actual matter within the 

news article, instead they read the topic or the theme and moves ahead to read the next. In such 

emergencies, the important information for the people is proper communication of critical 

news. News articles are a medium for knowing what is happening around. 

 

1.2: Research Problem 

Given the desire to know the theme of the news article, major news articles during the pandemic 

have been collected and analyzed to discover topics and themes. To handle such multimodal 

data, topic modelling techniques are used. With these techniques, we analyzed and studied how 

topic modelling is used to discover themes and which technique suits well with the comparison 

of performance between them. The data accumulated from Aylien company of Dublin is used 

for investigating various topic modelling techniques.  

 

Research Question: Comparison and analysis of traditional topic modelling techniques with 

the latest algorithm. 

 

Aim: Accurately discover the topics from topic models evaluated on coherence score from the 

news articles. 

 

Objective: To apply topic modelling techniques on the news articles dataset during the 

pandemic. 

 

Hypothesis: The new algorithms would outperform to produce coherent topics than the 

traditional algorithm Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA). 

 

Scope 

The scope of the research is to assist in building a topic model that accurately produces coherent 

topics with the application of state of the art modelling techniques. Topic modelling techniques 
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like Latent Dirichlet Allocation, Non-Negative Matrix Factorization, Latent Semantic Indexing, 

and Hierarchical Dirichlet Process are being used for this research. 

 

Limitations 

Limited available data for usage in the research including the insufficient memory of the laptop 

which is 8 GB and the models require more time for execution of big dataset. Time constraint 

and the type of data limits the research.  

 

Dissertation Roadmap 

To organize the dissertation strategy in the form of implementation, the following roadmap is 

used. 

 

 

 

 

The research made by this study is the application of different topic modelling techniques like 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), Hierarchical Dirichlet 

Process (HDP), Non-Matrix Factorization (NMF) in discovering themes from news articles. 

Before the application, the data pre-processing methods are adopted in the research. Results 

and discussion are later presented which is followed with conclusions and future works based 

on NLP approach for analysing the news articles with topic modelling and theme discovery.  

 

Introduction

•This chapter consists of the problem defination, reasearch question, aim, objective, scope, and the 
hypothesis  to be tested in the research.

Literature 
Review

•This chapter surveys scholarly articles, books, and other resources from the past that are relevant to 
the applied research. 

Methodology

•This chapter applies widely used CRISP-DM approach for carrying out the resaerch project, where all 
the six phases of the methodology are explained in detail for the applied research.

Analysis & 
Discussions

•This chapater includes analysis the data, the intepretation of  modelling techniques used and the 
discussion on the results obtained to answer the research question.

Consclusion

•This chapter summarises the research in a short conclusion with future scope. 
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Chapter 2 -  Literature Review 

In the literature review, I would be doing a comprehensive review of research papers relating 

to topic modelling techniques, natural language processing, the discovery of theme and online 

sources. Based on the previous research, I would like to propose the techniques used in 

discovering insights for themes during the outbreak of COVID-19. 

 

Since January 1, 2020, the COVID-19 articles have been used for research purposes on high 

demand and quantity. All the countries of the world have analyzed coronavirus on a larger 

extent. In reference to the numbers, the United States, China and the United Kingdom are some 

of the countries with the highest number of researches on coronavirus outburst. US researchers 

have twice the numbers of articles published on COVID-19 than China, the US counts 12,404 

articles & 1,496 whereas China has 6,379 articles & 1,275 preprints. These numbers are evident 

to observe that COVID-19 is a major subject worldwide and it needs to be studied & analyzed 

now and then on all aspects. (“Coronavirus research publishing,” n.d.) This interests me to be 

a part by adopting research on the same subject. 

  

Discovering hidden semantic patterns from a set of documents, text or large corpus of data is 

an important study to analyze and study topic modelling. One can explore the text data from 

the news articles to find latent topics that illustrate the reporting associated with COVID-19 and 

provide important themes during the outbreak. (Moodley and Marivate, 2019) focused on 

extracting the important themes from a large news article corpus covering two elections in 

South Africa, by using topic modelling techniques. The articles were classified based on cosine 

similarity and it uncovered themes by creating LDA and NMF topic models which were 

consistent in both the elections. The research showcased the impact of topics produced by NMF 

was more compact than the LDA model in the analysis. The paper suggests planning on using 

the NMF model to determine the relationship between the article topics with the tweet topics.  

 

The widely used model is the LDA (Blei, n.d.), which acquires the relationship that occurs 

between tokens, documents, and a fixed set of topics assuming that a probabilistic model is 

responsible for document generation. LDA is a Bayesian hierarchical model of three levels, in 

which each collection component is modelled as a finite mixture over a set of topics 
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representing it. The goal was to find the density estimation with obtaining a high likelihood on 

the testing data set. Perplexity metric was computed to evaluate the generalized performance of 

the test set. 

 

Collecting the huge amount of data in raw, text mining was the way of moving forward with it 

as used by (Calafiore et al., 2017). Initially, the data collected is converted into a numerical 

format and later, applying sparse Principal Component Analysis instead of LDA and Elastics 

Net Regression for analyzing the news articles in the form of understandable topics and related 

signals of topic strengths. The research suggested sparse solutions being faster and reliable in 

performance & interpretation of results.  

 

(Sertkan et al., 2019) used online news for building a recommendation system based on past 

interactions with news articles. The paper analyzed and discussed the content to be logically 

worked on three different levels (document, author, topic-level) aiming to create and cluster the 

corpora with an accurate comprehensive analysis considering diversity and serendipity. TF-IDF 

showed the relevancy of the words in the respective documents and aggregated a document 

matrix to get the score. Later, the researcher aimed at finding author-level analysis delivering 

potential diverse recommendations for the documents than the other two approaches by 

applying LDA probabilistic model.  

 

(Xu et al., 2019) emphasized on detecting and tracking news text set, by applying LDA to 

extract relevant topics and used GIBS sampling to figure out the parameters. Later, the 

researcher used the k means which proved less reliable than LDA in clustering the topic 

discovery. JS divergence was the measure use for identifying the similarity between the topics 

and the time decay function is introduced to enhance the similarity between topics within the 

same time. Finally, the impact of the news topic and the importance of the topic shift in a 

different time is analyzed. The experiments indicate that the method proposed can effectively 

detect and track the topic and its trend of evolution. 

 

So far, the LDA has been the key topic model for most of the researchers, but with different 

libraries, the model performs differently in results. The key aspect of measuring the similarity 

between relevant defines the success in forming the topics.  
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(“Hasan et al. - 2019 - Topic Modelling A Comparison of The Performance o.pdf,” n.d.) used 

topic modelling for comparing the performance of LDA and LDA2vec models on a Bangla 

Newspaper, where the researcher categorized the documents into relevant topics consisting of 

high weighting terms and predicting from the test documents. Results proved LDA2vec model 

turned out to be more reliable and accurate than LDA for the Bangla news recommendation 

system.  Lda2vec implements word2vec for generating a text vector that gives it more precision 

in the sense of probabilistic word-topic distribution which is the main reason of being more 

accurate.  

 

(Austero et al., 2018)  proposed discovery of themes from online news articles during the 

Mayon volcanic eruption 2018 by applying a generative statistical model LDA. This model 

helped in extracting the topic labels from the dataset and generate the themes based on the topic 

labels during the three-month volcanic intrusion. The words were clustered to get a 

comprehensive idea about the coherent topics from the news articles.  

 

(“Li et al. - 2018 - Supervised Topic Modeling Using Hierarchical Diric.pdf,” n.d.) proposed a 

non-parametric supervised model to determine the topic from the data structure. The paper 

showcased Hierarchical Dirichlet process -Inverse Regression leveraging SDR for improved 

accuracy. HDP-IR is a similar topic model approach with extending the inverse regression 

model for better prediction performance with dimensionality reduction of documents. The study 

led to future scope for describing topics from user-generated text.  

 

(“Stevens et al. - Exploring Topic Coherence over Many Models and Man.pdf,” n.d.) applied 

three models including the SVD, LDA & NMF, in which SVD outperformed both the models, 

where coherence score played a vital role. Even though the LDA and NMF models had high 

coherence score, SVD proved the best informative classification model for documents. 

Similarly, cosine similarity was used between words in the evaluation set of the topic model.  

The researcher discovered that the smoothing factor is the main factor in coherence metrics. 

Topic Coherence is a measurement being used to assess topic models: methods that extract 

topics dynamically from a data corpus, using latent variable models. Topic Coherence evaluates 
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the score of a single topic by calculating the degree of semantic similarity within the relevant 

high scoring words in the topic.  

 

(Newman et al., n.d.) introduced the modern topic coherence evaluation as an inherent 

assessment of topics with relevancy in search/discovery of documents. The researchers 

developed methods to determine the quality of the topics, in the relevance of its coherence to a 

human. Assessing the coherence of topics is a component of the wider issue of what are good 

topics, what characteristics of a document collection make it more susceptible to topic-

modelling.  

 

(Syed and Spruit, 2017) also proposed a study on the creation of LDA topics in a comparison 

between topic coherence score and human topic ranking from abstract and full-text data.  The 

results showcased topics with top 15 keywords uncovered from full text-data were less affected 

with noisy words increasing coherence score and manual topic ranking. Whereas, increasing 

the document corpus, on the other hand, resulted in fewer noise terms, increasing the coherence 

score and human topic ranking for abstract and full-text. So far, the study included the 

importance of coherence score, human topic ranking and the level of detail included in the 

corpus to find the hidden semantics.  

 

(Liu et al., 2020) proposed the topic analysis of traditional and social coverage of the early 

COVID-19 pandemic with results as most of the discovered topics were dominantly non-health 

related and indicated less coverage of public health awareness on social media and news. The 

researcher proposed the LDA as a prime topic model for discovering the topics with 3 being 

the number of components or topics discovered from the newspaper's data and interpreted the 

results by human interaction. The paper suggested a deep study on researchers coverage on 

COVID-19 pandemic and dive into top words & topics from various media sources.  

 

(Amara et al., 2020) focused on the analysis of data shared on the Facebook social platform in 

multilingual languages concerning the latest pandemic within for the period from January 2020 

to May 202. The data accumulated was used to analyze and discover developed topics over the 

period. The topics rotated around several axes, which made aware of the seriousness for 

coronavirus. LDA is used to uncover the hidden semantics to form a vocabulary in the large set 
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of documents. Documents were represented as the probability distribution of words forming 

topics. LDA played a key role in producing clusters between posts and the words which formed 

the topics. The study boosted further wok on extracting sub-topics by creating a recursive 

process on the topic.  

 

(Amara et al., 2020) proposed discovery of health topics in social media by application of LDA 

and ATAM topic models. Ailment Topic Aspect Model(ATAM) performed better than LDA 

by carrying out a similar approach to cluster interpretable results for influenza detection. The 

impact of co-occurrences of words made the model robust and better. The study approach to 

automatically identify many different health topics on twitter data, a social platform by 

application of the statistical topic model with significant correlation, no historical trained model 

and minimal human supervision.  

 

(Bawakid, 2015) proposed a paper on describing an unsupervised learning approach for 

detection of themes based on text documents. The model was built involving the construction 

of term-categories vectors that strongly represents a category for identifying a theme from the 

text documents.  

 

(Bicalho et al., 2017) focused on analysing topic modelling of short texts by creating document 

representations. These documents are defined over a metric space containing information on 

their similarities. The researcher proposed two effective methods for creating a pseudo 

document framework by words co-occurrences and secondly by distributed vector 

representations. The framework significantly enhanced the topic modelling algorithm with 

producing quality topics. 

 

(Sievert and Shirley, 2014) presented an efficient method for visualizing and interpreting topics 

estimated by the LDA model with an interactive web-based visualization graph. This 

visualization not only aided the interpretability of topics but also helped in understanding the 

topic-term relationships. The paper suggested that this method helps the user to dynamically 

check the coherent topics produced by the model and interpret the distribution of words in the 

topic with its relevance and rankings.  
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From the literature review, it is observable that the researchers have used many different topic 

modelling techniques to compare which topic model performs the best. The different topic 

models are evaluated on different aspects of measurement to judge the model performance. The 

algorithms like NMF, LDA were used to compare in many of the research papers and also with 

some advancement in parameters the models are upgraded and used for comparison. HDP and 

LSI are one of the techniques which were lately being used for topic modelling. The coherence 

score is the metric used for model evaluation in comparison of these techniques. The 

interpretability of the topics is considered to be highly important aspect by which the topic 

modelling technique is being evaluated. Similarly in this research, various topic modelling 

techniques are used for producing coherent topics for the news dataset giving light to the 

discovery of themes. Studying and reviewing the research papers of the past, this research 

conducts comparison and analysis of topic modelling techniques on the news articles during 

COVID-19. Comparing the results and evaluations shared by the researchers, the currently 

conducted research applies following topic modelling techniques: 

 

• Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) 

• Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) 

• Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) / Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) 

• Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) 
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Chapter 3 -  Research Methodology and Methods 

 

The research is carried out using the CRISP-DM(Cross-Industry Standard Process of Data 

Mining) methodology which is a widely implemented standardized methodology for data 

mining projects. It is a comprehensive model which assists in providing the research with a 

pacy and detailed approach with better results. It is a neutral model, built by many different 

industrial leaders for assisting data mining projects for the organization even if the user is a 

novice or has enough experience.  

 

Methodik CRISP-DM is structured or organized into six stages of the data mining project as 

showcased in Figure 1. These stages lead to a deeper understanding of the process and include 

a roadmap for preparing and conducting the research. (“CA01 Part a - CRISP-DM The New 

Blueprint for Data Mining Colin Shearer (Fall 2000).pdf,” n.d.) 

 

Figure 1: CRISP-DM Methodology 
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The phases of the CRISP-DM methodology are listed below:  

1. Business Understanding 

2. Data Understanding 

3. Data Preparation 

4. Modelling 

5. Evaluation 

6. Deployment 

 

Each phase will be explained in detailed providing better understanding of the research. 
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Phase 1: Business Understanding:  

This phase is the first and foremost important phase of the CRISP-DM methodology for any 

data mining project. It focuses on understanding the requirements from a business standpoint 

and later defines into a problem definition for the data mining project. Then, an elementary plan 

is developed for achieving the project objectives and goals. This is carried out into key steps 

such as determining the business objectives, understanding the situation, setting business goals 

and producing a roadmap. (“CA01 Part a - CRISP-DM The New Blueprint for Data Mining 

Colin Shearer (Fall 2000).pdf,” n.d.)  

 

Under this phase, the main aim of this project is to discover themes from the news articles to 

understand the topics discussed during the COVID-19 pandemic situation. To explore the 

coverage of the news articles in the form of topics, topic models were built to identify a set of 

relevant keywords to set make a latent topic. There are many supervised and unsupervised topic 

modelling techniques which are being used by many researchers, but the best models which are 

used by this research are discussed in the literature review. The main objective of this research 

is to study and analyze different topic models on COVID-19 coverage news articles by 

AYLIEN Dublin for discovering hidden semantics and evaluation of models based on 

coherence score.  

 

Natural Language Processing is a process of understanding and analyzing the naturally 

occurring texts based on computational techniques, which can be utilized for multiple tasks and 

applications. The text can be of any language, genre or oral, written. The process only considers 

the language in which the humans can communicate and analyse it to make an advance usage 

of such textual data. It was also used to determine the hidden semantics from the text which 

contributes to give possible meanings, termed as semantic processing. (Liddy, n.d.) 

 

Topic models in Natural Language Processing are a widely used technique for organizing and 

understanding a group of keywords/words ( i.e topics) from a huge collection of documents that 

thoroughly characterizes the information in the collection. It finds the hidden semantics from 

the data to produce such relevant topics based on high weightage keywords based on their 

probability distribution. It can also be regarded as a part of text mining, a method of deriving 

high-quality information from the text or recurring patterns of words in clusters. (Hasan et al., 
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2019) The topic modelling process is characterized in the following pipeline as showed in 

Figure 2, 

 

Figure 2: Topic Modelling 

 

 

Phase 2: Data Understanding 

In this phase, the acquired data is used for data understanding. The acquired data is analyzed 

and explored for discovering insights or identify data quality problems or to detect interesting 

hidden information which would help to form the hypothesis. This phase includes extraction 

and aggregation of data from single or multiple sources, describing the data, viz the format, 

features, the identity of the fields, number of records, exploration of data by querying, 

visualizing, reporting the findings in the form of graphs or tables maintain quality and sufficing 

completeness. (“CA01 Part a - CRISP-DM The New Blueprint for Data Mining Colin Shearer 

(Fall 2000).pdf,” n.d.) 

 

To identify the topics from a collection of news articles, the data was accumulated from a 

startup company in Dublin called AYLIEN which provided data for research purposes. A data 

file was provided in the format of JSON-lines. Later, when converted the dataset contained 

5000 news articles of a single-day record and 20 columns which are given as follows: 

• author  

• body 

• categories 

• characters_count 

• entities 

• hashtags 

• id 

• keywords 
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• language 

• links 

• media 

• paragraphs_count 

• published_at 

• sentences_count 

• sentiment 

• social_shares_count 

• source 

• summary 

• title 

• words_count 

 

For my research study, I only used the ‘body’ column for text-mining and topic modelling. 

 

Body: The detailed textual matter of the news article 

The rest of the columns were dropped for the research question. I had many ideas with the 

dataset but I narrowed it down to one for my interests and research question which included 

natural language processing. 

 

Phase 3: Data Preparation 

 

This phase comprises converting the raw data into machine-understandable data for modelling 

and achieving data-driven goals. (“CA01 Part a - CRISP-DM The New Blueprint for Data 

Mining Colin Shearer (Fall 2000).pdf,” n.d.) The key steps include the reading, writing the data 

into the system, selecting the features, cleaning and transforming the data formatting for 

application of models. The pre-processing of the data in this research characterizes the usage 

of jupyter notebook for creation of python script to thoroughly carry out modelling. The below 

data pipeline in Figure 3 best describes the pre-processing of data required for approaching the 

models in python script.  
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Figure 3: Data Pre-Processing 

 

 

 

Programming Language 

 

The programming language which is used in the research is python for data analysis.  

 

The libraries used for Data extraction, Visualization text mining and topic modelling are as 

follows: 

 

• Pandas & Json – Conversion of JSON.lines file to Pandas Data frame 

• Wordcloud & Seaborn – Used for Visualization 

• Spacy & NLTK – Used for Text Mining (NLP) 

• Sklearn & Gensim – Used For Topic Modelling 

 

The following are the steps in detail for pre-processing in the research: 

• The raw data gathered is in the form of JSON-lines file, which is converted into a pandas 

data frame with the customize function using pandas and JSON library in python.  

• The only column which is required for the research is stored and the rest of the columns are 

dropped for further pre-processing of data. The total of 5000 body texts is accumulated for 

further processing without any missing values when checked.  
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• Next, we cleaned the data by carrying out text mining. The key tasks involved removing 

punctuations, converting the text into lowercase, removal of rare words, removal of 

stopwords, tokenization, stemming and lemmatization. 

• After the data was cleaned, the next step was to make the data into a machine-readable 

format i.e numbers, so we used vectorization of converting the word tokens in word vectors 

which can later be used for applying models. 

 

Mining COVID-19 Related News Articles 

The data collected in the research is acquired as freely available open-source data for research 

purposes in COVID-19. I have used this dataset, to extract main themes which appeared to be 

on the news during the COVID-19 pandemic. By applying the text mining technique to the data, 

it proved out to be better for effective results and efficient in achieving objectives. The 

following explains the approach of analysis taken for the Aylien available news articles dataset.  

 

A. Data Cleaning Or Dimensionality Reduction 

The raw data which is converted into a data frame is treated to process before it is ready to be 

used. The way the data looks is haphazard and needs to be standardised in order to get relevant 

insights from it. Following are the data pre-processing steps to the textual column of the patent 

data (body): 

 

1. Lower Case Transformation: All the letters in the textual data is converted into lower case. 

2. Cleaning: Removal of punctuations, special characters, numbers which is not required. 

3. Tokenization: Converting each document into a set of words, which uses split. These words 

are called tokens. 

4. Removal of Rare words: The words which are not relevant to the topics are removed. 

5. Lemmatization: Each word or token is converted into its lexical form.  

6. Removal of Stopwords: Words that do not have the predictive capability, like articles ‘a’ 

and ‘the’ and pronouns such as ‘it’ and ‘they’ (Sertkan et al., 2019) are removed for further 

process. The stop words in this research counted for a total of 192 terms. 
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These are the basic steps carried out to remove noise from the data to form relevant 

heterogeneous topics. This reduces the word vocabulary size and diverse the distribution of 

words to be dense and with no outliers. 

 

B. Vectorization 

The collection of words was to be used for modelling, in the form of the number so the need 

for vectorization was necessary. Vectorization in layman terms is converting the matrix into 

vectors. It is imperative for processing textual data in natural language processing applications. 

Vectorization enables the machines to understand the textual contents by converting them into 

meaningful numerical representations. (Singh and Shashi, 2019) In our case, we mapped the 

documents in vector space model and words to vectors form. 

 

Count Vectorizer: It’s a simple way of tokenizing every term of the collection of documents 

and aggregate them to form a vocabulary of relevant words, with encoding them into all the 

documents. It produces a highly flexible representation of the feature module or text. This 

simple count vectorizer displays the current textual matter to vectors for further modelling of 

the data. (“sklearn.feature_extraction.text.CountVectorizer — scikit-learn 0.23.2 

documentation,” n.d.) 

 

TF-IDF Vectorizer: Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) is the most used 

vectorization technique which distributes textual data with many possible variations. Every 

term in the corpus is represented by the weight which is the positive correlated with its 

occurrence in the current document and negatively correlated with its occurrence in all of the 

other document in the corpus. Its main objective is to downscale the word frequency scores 

which are appeared a lot across all the documents. It in general counts the frequency of the 

terms in the document and inverse the document frequency weightings to encode the new 

documents to highlight the interesting words. Term Document Frequency for t words in 

documents is represented as, (Shahmirzadi et al., 2018) 

 

TFIDF w, d  DF w,  d = TF w, d  𝑙𝑜𝑔
|𝐷|+1

 𝐷𝐹𝑤,𝑑 +1   
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Phase 4: Modelling 

In this phase, several models are researched and applied to the processed data for fulfilling goals 

of data mining problems. The key steps involve selecting the best modelling technique, 

generation of test model design before application, creation of a model to run through the 

preprocessed data, and later, assessing the model results evaluating the data mining success 

criteria. (“CA01 Part a - CRISP-DM The New Blueprint for Data Mining Colin Shearer (Fall 

2000).pdf,” n.d.) 

 

I have done thorough research on topic modelling techniques and applied several models to the 

pre-processed data for achieving business goals. For topic modelling, many built-in libraries 

have an inbuilt function for the application of techniques. I have used the sklearn and genism 

package libraries for application of topic modelling techniques onto the data.  

 

The research applied topic modelling techniques are as follows: 

I. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) 

II. Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) 

III. Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) 

IV. Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) 
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I. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation Model was proposed in the context of population genetics and 

applied in machine learning as in history by several researchers. LDA is a generative statistical 

model which allow sets of hidden semantics or observations to be explained by a clustered 

group of data which are evaluated to be similar in context. (Blei, n.d.) 

 

LDA is topic modelling which is a part of machine learning and a part of artificial intelligence 

in a broader sense. The basic idea is to scan a collection of documents to form latent topics, 

where the topic constitutes a probabilistic distribution of words.  

 

Figure 4: Graphical Representation of LDA 

 

 

M > number of documents 

N > number of words in a given document  

α  > parameter of the Dirichlet prior on the per-document topic distributions 

β > parameter of the Dirichlet prior on the per-topic word distribution 

w > a word in the words 

φ > F- dimensional word vectors (where F is the number of words in vocabulary) 

K > Number of topics 

 

For every document w in corpus D, LDA assumes a generative process as follows: (Blei, n.d.) 

1. Choose i ~ Poisson () 

2. Choose  ~ Dir().  

3. For each word in i words wn : 

a. Choose topic xn  ~ Multinomial  () 

b. Choose a word wn  from probability(wn | xn  , β), applied Multinomial probability 

on topic xn   

Where, 

w and x are data-generating variables which are independent  

α and β are corpus-level parameters, both of them being sparse (α < 1) 
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As LDA is a generative probabilistic process model, the words in the documents are termed as 

variables whereas (φ, ) are latent variables and the (α, β) are hyperparameters. When we finally 

compute the probability for the corpus, the data D is evaluated as follows:  

 

𝑝(𝐷|𝛼, 𝛽) =  ∏ ∫ 𝑝(𝜃𝑑|𝛼) (∏ ∑ 𝑝(𝑥|𝜃𝑑)𝑝(𝑤𝑑𝑛|𝑥𝑑𝑛, 𝛽)

𝑧𝑑𝑛

𝑁𝑑

𝑛=1

)  𝑑𝜃𝑑

𝑀

𝑑=1

 

 

The parameters defined for topic Dirichlet prior α and distribution of words over the topics, 

from the Dirichlet, given as β. The number of topics is defined as T, M as documents, and N as 

the size of the vocabulary. The Dirichlet-multinomial pair (α, θ), is for the corpus-level 

distribution and the (β, ϕ) is for the topic-word distribution. The d is document-level variables, 

whereas xdn, wdn are word-level variables which are sampled for each word in each text document. 

 

II. Non-Negative Matrix Factorization 

Non-Negative Matrix Factorization is a group of algorithms in multivariate analysis and linear 

algebra where a matrix X is decomposed or factorized into two matrices W and H, with all three 

matrices having no negative elements. This helps in inspecting the matrices easier. (“Non-

negative matrix factorization,” 2020) 

 

𝑋 ≈ 𝑊 𝐻 

Supposing, X consists of m rows, W of k rows and H of m rows, 

𝑤1, 𝑤2 … . . 𝑤𝑘 

ℎ1, ℎ2 … . . ℎ𝑚 

Basically, we interpret the matrix x, as  

𝑥𝑖 =  [𝑤1, 𝑤2 … . . 𝑤𝑖𝑘]  × [

ℎ1

ℎ2

ℎ𝑘

] =  ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗

𝑘

𝑗=1

 ×  ℎ𝑖 

where xi is interpreted as the weighted sum of the components, H has each row as component 

and w has each row as the weights of each component. (Bose, 2019) 

 

In reference to the application of topic modelling NMF, for a given document matrix A, we 

factorize into two components W and H, such that we interpret the components of A as, 

 

𝐴 = ∑ 𝑊 × 𝐻, 
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where W is the topics and H is the weighted sum of the topics in the document. 

 

NMF is well suitable for the tasks where the factors can be considered as non-negative. It 

naturally generates sparse representations   

 

 

III. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) 

Latent Semantic Analysis(LSA) was first introduced as an enhancing technique for information 

retrieval. It was certainly used for dimensionality reduction of the retrieved information. It is 

also called Latent Semantic Indexing(LSI) in the application context. LSA is a part of natural 

language processing, which analyses the relationships between the set of documents and terms 

they contain, by creating a sensible context of document and terms. The method is based on 

terms with similar meanings and context. (Dumais, 2005) 

 

The LSA analysis consisted of 4 main steps from which the first two were used in vector space 

modelling. The third important step is dimension reduction and the last step is to retrieve the 

reduced-dimension spaced vectors for modelling. The resultant vectors are represented as a 

document- document, term - term, and term – document.  

 

Term-Document Matrix 

The words and documents are represented in the form of a term-document matrix for application 

of the topic modelling technique. The large corpus of text is the term-document matrix where 

rows consist of individual words, and columns are the documents or short text of sentences. 

This representation of the matrix is often called a ‘bag of words’. (Dumais, 2005) 

 

In LSA, the main objective is to take this term-document matrix and split it into separate topic-

term matrix and document -topic matrix. As the term-document matrix is created using m-

documents and n-words in the vocabulary, where each row of m is a document and each row of 

n is a word. The LSA is given by a raw count of the number of times the 𝑗-th word appeared in 

the 𝑖-th document. The TF-IDF assigns the word 𝑗 in document 𝑖 as follows:  

𝑤𝑖,𝑗 =  𝑡𝑓𝑖,𝑗 × log
𝑁

𝑑𝑓𝑖
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Where the product of occurrences of the term in a document and the logarithmic division of 

total documents to documents containing that word results in the score which helps in forming 

relevant topics with words of high tf-idf score. (Bose, 2019) 

 

IV. Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) 

Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) is another topic modelling technique which is a 

nonparametric Bayesian encounter for modelling the clustered grouped data. These groups are 

part of the mixture models, which needs to be linked to give a logical context to the data. (Teh 

et al., 2006) 

 

HDP is a concept in the Bayesian statistics with hierarchical modelling. It is a process of 

distribution over a collection of different probability measures, each group having one measure, 

and a random Global measure, for a Dirichlet process 𝐺~ 𝐷𝑃(∝, 𝐺𝑜). We introduced a similar 

way of the approach using this model, which computes a large amount of collected data into 

clusters with a similarity measure to evaluate a corpus into a form of vectors and result in a 

coherent group of text which is termed as topics.  (Teh et al., 2006) 

 

𝐺𝑜 | 𝛾, 𝐻 ~ 𝐷𝑃(𝛾, 𝐻) 

The equation suggests the Global measure 𝐺0 is distributed as the Dirichlet process which 

contains concentration parameter γ and the base probability measure 𝐻. The random probability 

measures are independent of 𝐺0 given by 𝐺𝑗 with a Dirichlet process of base probability measure 

𝐺0 with the below given distributional equation: (Teh et al., 2006) 

𝐺𝑗  |  ∝0, 𝐺0 ~ 𝐷𝑃(∝0, 𝐺0)  

 

The Hierarchical Dirichlet procedure can promptly be reached out to multiple levels. That is, 

the base measure H would itself be able to be a draw from a DP, and the chain of importance 

can be reached out for the same number of levels as they are helpful. All in all, we get a tree 

wherein a DP is related with every hub, in which the node of a given hub are restrictively 

autonomous given their parent, and in which the draw from the DP at a given hub fills in as a 

base measure for its children nodes. The molecules in the stick-breaking portrayal at a given 
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hub are accordingly shared among every single relative hub, giving an idea of shared clusters 

at numerous degrees of goal. 

 

 

Phase 5: Evaluation 

In this phase, the applied models are thoroughly evaluated to meet the objectives of the business 

before heading towards deployment. The key steps involve calculating the model efficiency 

and accuracy, generality and reliability for construction sufficing business goals. 

 

The metrics used for evaluation of models in the research is the coherence score for generating 

latent topics and another is human interpretability. The topics generated from the applied 

models have been thoroughly evaluated based on coherence metric to effectively show the 

results. Coherence score is a metric measurement for the relative tightness of the clustering 

structure of a given data set compared to the context sample. (He et al., 2009) 

 

Given a set of collection of documents 𝐷 =  {𝑑}
𝑀

𝑖 = 1
, dragged out from the context sample C, 

i.e., D ⊆ C,  the coherence score is defined as the distribution pairs of documents to the total 

set of document pairs within C. The fact of being ‘coherent’ is explained as the document pair 

to cover most of the facts in the context sample. The similarity between the two document pair 

should either meet or exceed the value of threshold defined as τ, (He et al., 2009) 

 

δ(𝑑𝑖 , 𝑑𝑗) =  {
   1    𝑖𝑓 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑑𝑖 , 𝑑𝑗) ≥  𝜏

   0                                 𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
           i ≠  j ∈  {1, . . . , M} 

 

where di & dj are the similarity distance metric, which describes the semantic closeness between 

the documents. But currently, the research uses cosine similarity to evaluate the similarity 

between the documents with coherence measures. The coherence of document D is set to be  

 

𝐶0𝐷 =
∑ δ(di, dj)𝑖 ≠𝑗∈{1,…,𝑀}

1
2

 𝑀(𝑀 − 1)
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The equation, concludes that threshold τ is an important factor to determine the coherence 

score. Any documents pairs whose measurement of similarity meets or exceeds the threshold is 

termed to be coherent pairs. The value for threshold is taken by approximation of original value 

or mean values of threshold across sampling runs. To conclude, the coherence measure acts to 

be in relation to the accuracy which shows a pattern to measure the similarity. (He et al., 2009) 

 

 

Phase 6: Deployment 

This phase is the last step of CRISP-DM methodology, wherein the models created and the 

knowledge gained by the research is represented in the form of business applied decisions for 

the organization. The deployment of the models can be explained or presented in the form of 

graphical reporting or theoretical reporting making dashboards and visualisations for better 

understanding of results. 

 

The research concluded the interpretability of themes from the topics suggested by the models. 

These topics are considered as explanatory evidence of uncovering insights to form themes 

which suggest the textual article as a whole. The future scope for this deployment will be 

creating and applying more accurate models in providing through latent topics for uncovering 

hidden semantics by the business. Application of deep learning and neural networks can be 

adopted to identify which is the suitable topic modelling technique in future.   
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Chapter 4 -  Analysis & Discussions 

Based on the literature review and methodology, the below section gives light to the analysis 

and discussion on results produced to accomplish the objectives of the research question.  

4.1: Data Finding/ Data Analysis 

In my research, I have tried to identify the theme from the topics suggested by several topic 

models with uncovering insights during COVID-19.  Also, I tried to use the best topic modelling 

suitable to provide faster and better results with coherent topics. The area of research in Topic 

Modelling using different techniques is evolving, and it shares deep insights into any textual 

data shared on social media platforms in the form of feedback, news articles, creating books, 

manuscripts, etc.  

 

The dataset was extracted from the JSON file to a data frame for analysis. The only feature 

which is important to the study is the ‘body text’ of the news article for achieving research 

objectives. While ongoing data analysis, the body text was first processed to find missing 

values, and removal of the ones were missing. The dataset contained 4991 news articles for 

further analysis and data pre-processing steps.  
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Sentiment Analysis 

Figure 5: News article ‘Body Text’ Sentiment vs Count 

 

The sentiments suggest that during the COVID -19 pandemic, the body text of the news article 

shared almost the same amount of positive and negative sentiment in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 6:News article ‘Title Text’ Sentiment vs Count 

 

But in Figure 6, without being the title neutral for most of the news articles. Some of the articles 

during the day suggested a negative sentiment which was three times the articles which were 

assigned as positive sentiments. As the data is very limited to one day, we just analyzed the 

sentiment of news articles shared in 5000 articles for the whole day.  
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Polarity Based Word Analysis  

Below is the representation of words in a wordcloud which are termed as negative and positive 

words from the body and title text.  

Figure 7: Positive words and Negative words in body text Wordcloud 

         

 

Figure 8: Positive words and Negative words in title text Wordcloud 

         

 

Above Error! Reference source not found., Error! Reference source not found., Error! 

Reference source not found., Error! Reference source not found. represent the wordcloud for 

rows or news articles of body/title column with positive and negative polarities. It appears that 

in the dataset the two columns body and the title contain the same set of words in the text with 

different polarities. Words like ‘coronavirus’, ‘COVID’, ‘virus’, ‘work’, ‘hospital’, ‘minister’, 

‘pandemic’, etc are enclosed in both the sentiments. These words are in negative as well as 

positive in sentiment given by the dataset.  
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As, I wanted to reach my objective of the research question the data was run through the data 

preprocessing steps of development, where data was processed to perform tasks which resulted 

in a collection of tokenized words for analysis. The data was to be cleaned with no punctuations, 

should be lowed cased, tokenized, string format, stemming and lemmatization. The resultant 

collection words were stored as pandas series data.  

 

Frequently Used Keywords 

Later, I analyzed the frequently used words in the data which were repeated many numbers of 

times in the news articles by count vectorizer. By this, we conclude some insights on the word 

analysis which will be utilized will play a key role in forming a coherent topic wit relevant 

keywords. 

 

Figure 9: Top 20 words from the corpus 

 

 

From the above Figure 9, words like ‘coronavirus’, ‘people’, ‘covid’, ‘health’, ‘cases’, 

‘pandemic’, ‘home’, ‘government’, ‘state’, ‘virus’ were showcased as frequently used words in 

the body article. The COVID pandemic related keywords were all over the news articles. 
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Word  Frequency 

said 14520 

coronavirus 9240 

people 7577 

covid 6432 

also 5164 

new 5018 

health 4567 

one 4175 

us 3904 

would 3895 

cases 3691 

sunday 3623 

time 3595 

home 3500 

pandemic 3311 

government 3116 

virus 2861 

state 2855 

like 2762 

get 2688 

 

The count for these frequent keywords was ‘said’ (14520 which is 50% of total words 

collection), ‘coronavirus’ (9240 which is 30% of total word collection), ‘covid’ (6432 which is 

25% of total word text collection). These insights would assist in the creation of the topics. The 

count vectorizer also stated that the dataset contained 27,507 terms in total which was used for 

topic modelling. These terms are collected as a vocabulary for detecting the topics with top 10 

words in it. Related to coronavirus, we can see that there are the following terms which are used 

for many numbers of times, that are coronavirus, covid, health, cases, pandemic, virus and then 

there are terms which showed the intervention of humans for this pandemic, which are people, 

government, state etc. These insights assist in knowing a preliminary idea of the flow of how 

the outbreak affected a different aspect.  
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4.2: Topic Modelling Results 

The LDA model is implemented in two ways using sklearn package and the genism package, 

which firstly vectorises documents, to produce coherent topics with n components selected as 

15, then results in 15 coherent topics with top 10 relevant words. These topics are further 

mapped to the rest of the dataset to find relating articles which are similar to the analyzed 

coherent topics in sklearn.  

 

1. Latent Dirichlet Allocation Model using Sklean package  

 

Table 1: Latent Dirichlet Allocation Topics 

topic 0 pandemic cuomo city died sunday hospital york said coronavirus new 

topic 1 football clubs season pay said club zoo coronavirus players league 

topic 2 home cases order week new state sunday people coronavirus said 

topic 3 pandemic online trump need time like coronavirus new people said 

topic 4 minister hospital patients cases virus people health coronavirus covid said 

topic 5 sunday lockdown police government positive coronavirus people covid cases said 

topic 6 know home got think coronavirus going like time people said 

topic 7 country nation elizabeth people address said nhs coronavirus time queen 

topic 8 pandemic companies business lights pm year market coronavirus people company 

topic 9 social new said video people like coronavirus lockdown time home 

topic 10 president energy arabia said crude open prices russia saudi oil 

topic 11 state police pm essential coronavirus farmers power lockdown food said 

topic 12 employees government medical work pandemic masks coronavirus new workers said 

topic 13 new investors dempsey million market stock stocks funds hedge fund 

topic 14 people years pandemic covid state court coronavirus chinese china said 

 

As depicted above in Table 1, the 15 coherent topics are being extracted from the LDA model 

using sklearn library. The results evaluated the topics with top 10 relevant keywords, which 

scored the best weightage to be assigned a topic label. Topic 0 suggested the topic to contain 

words like pandemic, city, coronavirus, sunday, hospital, died, york, cuomo, said, new which 

implicates “the coronavirus impact on the city of new york on sunday”. Likewise, Topic 1 

contained suggested keywords such as football, clubs, season, pay, said, club, zoo, coronavirus, 

players, league, which implicates the topic on “sports events affected by a coronavirus”. One 

can see that the model does not provide exact words which label the topic nicely, instead, we 

need to analyse the words to label it likewise. The following represents labels for the rest of the 

topics: 

 

Topic label for topic #3: “Funds for health Emergency” 
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Topic label for topic #4: “Government ministers discussion” 

Topic label for topic #5: “Lockdown Initiated” 

Topic label for topic #6: “Time utilization at home/work” 

Topic label for topic #7: “Queen Elizabeth and NHS workers” 

Topic label for topic #8: “Billion Dollar companies’ status” 

Topic label for topic #9: “Socialize on video calls” 

Topic label for topic #10: “Crude oil prices” 

Topic label for topic #11: “Essential services during lockdown” 

Topic label for topic #12: “Prevention: Masks at the workplace” 

Topic label for topic #13: “Stock market” 

Topic label for topic #14: “China coronavirus” 

 

Also, the topic labels are mapped over the title textual content to reveal related news titles to 

the produced topic label. This aids in the interpretation of topic labels on the dataset. The table 

below, suggests suitable title texts from topic label 10 fo reference of the results: 

 
Table 2:Title Texts of a news article based on "Topic Label 10" 

ID TITLE 

43 Oil Retreats as Meeting Delay Raises Doubts for Price War Truce 

67 Asia Pacific set to trade mixed; oil prices drop as OPEC and its allies delay meeting 

82 Coronavirus pandemic | UEFA chief hopeful that season can still be saved despite COVID-19 outbreak 

89 US stock futures rise and oil drops 8.5% after OPEC meeting postponed 

141 Oil plunges as meeting delay raises doubts for price war truce 

   

 

2. Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) 

 

Table 3: Non-Negative Matrix Factorization Topics 

Topic 0 chief day officials giulani told week government asked said mr 

Topic 1 covid business cash million companies stock billion market year company 

Topic 2 confirmed state total positive sunday number reported deaths covid  cases 

Topic 3 investors million positions popular market stock fund stocks funds hedge 

Topic 4 andrew hospitals people march coronavirus state city cuomo york new 

Topic 5 market  saudi  demand  opec  prices  march  crude  energy  price  oil 

Topic 6 wages  taxes  act  tax  paid  income  employee  loan  costs  payroll 

Topic 7 essential  stayathome  april  residents  march  state  gov  stay  home  order 

Topic 8 health  world  spread  country  virus  outbreak  sunday  news  pandemic  coronavirus 

Topic 9 street  downing  days  positive  symptoms  hospital  government  johnson  prime  minister 

Topic 10 want  know  amazon  right  day  work  going  home  like  time 

Topic 11 house  sunday  federal  masks  going  said  week  states  president  trump 

Topic 12 covid  country  rules  virus  distancing  lockdown  police  health  social  people 

Topic 13 members  guests  covid  princess  crew  march  board  cruise  passengers  ship 

Topic 14 doctors  hospitals  masks  workers  medical  hospital  care  patients  covid  health 

 

Based on the results in Table 3, the following topic labels were analysed from the top 10 words 

of the topics: 

Topic label for topic #0: “Government officials” 
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Topic label for topic #1: “Companies in COVID” 

Topic label for topic #2: “COVID Statistics toll” 

Topic label for topic #3: “Stock Market in COVID” 

Topic label for topic #4: “COVID in March” 

Topic label for topic #5: “Crude oil prices” 

Topic label for topic #6: “Employee tax and wages” 

Topic label for topic #7: “stay at home-Lockdown” 

Topic label for topic #8: “Pandemic news” 

Topic label for topic #9: “People tested positive for coronavirus” 

Topic label for topic #10: “Work-life” 

Topic label for topic #11: “Trump and essentials” 

Topic label for topic #12: “health precautionary measures” 

Topic label for topic #13: “Cruise news” 

Topic label for topic #14: “Masks necessary at work” 

 

The above topic labels are assigned as per the understanding of the words, and the implications 

it makes from the topics created using this model technique. The model results were different 

from sklearn LDA and it provided some relevant topics which were better than LDA sklearn 

but can be improved more for having a better understanding of the keywords. Some topic labels 

were not able to understand the keywords.    

 

Table 4:Title Texts of a news article based on "Topic Label 9" 

ID TITLE 

0 British Prime Minister Boris Johnson Hospitalized 10 Days After COVID-19 Diagnosis  

3 Coronavirus in Chandigarh: Follow advisories, one cannot be too careful, says 23-year-old discharged patient  

14 Boris Johnson spends night in hospital as he battles coronavirus  

29 6-year-old tests positive, cops say he is Tablighi attendee | Ludhiana News - Times of India  

49 British Prime Minister Boris Johnson Hospitalized From Coronavirus  

 

The above table shows the titles which are mapped by the produced NMF topics, and this table 

showcases the top 5 titles with the topic label 9 i.e Sports events news during COVID-19. One 

can see, that the titles are related to UEFA football league, MLB Baseball league, Soccer, and 

many more like these in the data set. The model was well efficient to get the relevant titles 

based on the keywords in the topic.   

 

3. Latent Dirichlet Allocation using Gensim Package 

 

Table 5: Latent Dirichlet Allocation Topics 

Topic 0 said coronavirus ship sunday cases new covid april saturday cozier 
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Topic 1 cases covid positive said tested number coronavirus people sunday health 

Topic 2 people like get time one going home us back make 

Topic 3 coronavirus video said family also star years instagram series love 

Topic 4 market stock stocks company investors million fund growth funds hedge 

Topic 5 people coronavirus pm sunday said lights queen country minister pandemic 

Topic 6 said would government per coronavirus workers business company crisis employees 

Topic 7 said lockdown people police government also covid minister coronavirus food 

Topic 8 covid saud health coronavirus virus people patients care medical also 

Topic 9 said new coronavirus trump york state us week people states 

Topic 10 masks mask inmates jones prison baker uefa nba gates shoe 

Topic 11 oil prices russia price energy us saudi crude opec gas 

Topic 12 coronavirus said nhs minister johnson prime uk hospital government london 

Topic 13 league players season said coronavirus club football sports dempsey former 

Topic 14 calderwood wrestlemania wwe said home vs dr scotland medical scottish 

 

Based on the results from Table 5,  

Topic label for topic #0: “coronavirus cases april” 

Topic label for topic #1: “people tested positive” 

Topic label for topic #2: “home time” 

Topic label for topic #3: “people time at home” 

Topic label for topic #4: “coronavirus video instagram” 

Topic label for topic #5: “Stock market” 

Topic label for topic #6: “Employee company crisis” 

Topic label for topic #7: “Lockdown by government” 

Topic label for topic #8: “Medical care from the virus” 

Topic label for topic #9: “State coronavirus” 

Topic label for topic #10: “masks in prison” 

Topic label for topic #11: “Crude oil prices” 

Topic label for topic #12: “ Boris Johnson positive” 

Topic label for topic #13: “Sports news” 

Topic label for topic #14: “wwe wresetlemania” 

 

The topics produced by applying this model set sensible and relevant compared to the other 

models. Also, while implicating the topics, the LDA model by gensim performs well than the 

LDA and NMF of sklearn package by the degree of interpretability. The LDA model with 

genism package is a Multicore model which changes its coherence score with respect to 

parameters passed inside it like chunk size, passes, eval_every, per_word_topics etc which 

effectively gives better results to the model applied. The topics are produced  

 

4. Latent Semantic Analysis(LSA) or Latent Semantic Indexing(LSI)  

 

Table 6: Latent Semantic Indexing Topics 

topic 0 said people coronavirus new covid also health one would us 
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topic 1 fund hedge funds sticks stock market inc popular million also 

topic 2 hedge fund stocks stock market fund funds cases one time 

topic 3 said cases new covid coronavirus health hedge york deaths reported 

topic 4 oil price people new energy crude us hedge march per 

topic 5 new york minister order state johnson oil prime price coronavirus 

topic 6 payroll costs would people income new employee loan amount tax 

topic 7 order home stay gov march new residents april state essential 

topic 8 coronavirus amazon covid minister ship cruise sunday people johnson prime 

topic 9 ship  passengers cruise board march health crew princess guests people 

topic 10 amazon would employees business coronavirus insider ships workers work told 

topic 11 people price oil health billion johnson company hedge would cash 

topic 12 image workers cases people digital price payroll amazon coronavirus trump 

topic 13 miami february florida san francisco city ers chiefs kansas super 

topic 14 code use amazon people get would business free one employees 

 

Similarly, the results were traced for the LSI model which implicated topic labels with these 

relevant 10 words in each topic showed in Table 6, which by far suggests common topics and 

are not concise on all aspects of covid outburst in politics, sports, economy, medical. It is very 

hard to interpret the results showcased by the LSI model. The words are duplicated in every 

topic and it makes no sense in creating topic labels with it. 

 

5. Hierarchical Dirichlet Process(HDP) 

 

Table 7: Hierarchical Dirichlet Process 

Topic 0 said coronavirus people covid new also health one would us 

Topic 1 said coronavirus people covid johnson prime minister state crozier cases 

Topic 2 said coronavirus covid people health cases vs new home one 

Topic 3 said coronavirus people covid us also time new home health 

Topic 4 said hedge fund stocks funds stocks also coronavirus people market 

Topic 5 zoo said coronavirus tiger cats covid tested animals virus positive 

Topic 6 said would saudi prices coronavirus global us crude cut minister 

Topic 7 said coronavirus covid sunday new cases city people health week 

Topic 8 said coronavirus new people lockdown covid work also health home 

Topic 9 new said coronavirus overdraft york cumo city rate also sunday 

Topic 10 said people coronavirus one home china new repair covid stokes 

Topic 11 said stores samsung china year federal states trump last  production 

Topic 12 said people coronavirus lockdown buisnesses vaccine laundering would government fma 

Topic 13 said people coronavirus cannabis covid high us sunday also pm 

Topic 14 said dr coronavirus care patients roberts hospital health one people 

 

Based on the results in Table 7, the HDP model performed topic modelling to reflect coherent 

topics. We can see the most used words are coronavirus, health, covid, lockdown, people, etc 

which utmost sets out themes or insights for our topics. Keywords like said, coronavirus, covid, 

people, are used in most of the topics which implicates disturbing topics. These keywords used 
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in this model are common in between all the topics and are making the topic to be less 

interpretable. This results in lower accuracy of topic detection for setting up a topic label.  

 

4.3: Evaluation 

The key aspect of our system is to examine the most useful terms for interpreting a certain 

coherent topic. Based on the results reflected above for all the models, the topic model 

performance was based on the evaluation by coherence score ad topic interpretation. For sklearn 

topic models, the comparison was the interpretability and relevance of topics from the words. 

By checking this aspect, NMF prevailed to be more interpretable and cohesive in suggesting 

themes from the topics. And for genism topic models, the evaluation by the LDA model 

computed a coherence score of 52.09%, which is typically good for a topic model. The LSI 

model scored 39.38%, whereas the coherence score of the HDP model is 50.81%. This shows 

that LDA outperformed the rest of the models in producing coherent topics from the data. And 

comparing the performance between the sklearn and genism topic models, the LDA from 

genism gave better results as showed in below Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10: Evaluation results of Models 

 

 

As it is already known that the results showcased by LDA are not humanly interpretable always 

(Sievert and Shirley, 2014), the LDA topics were showcased in an interactive web-based 

visualization for interpreting the topic-term relationship easily that has been fitted by LDA 
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model to the corpus of the data. The visualization showcases the distance map between the 

clusters of words and the topmost relevant terms based on each topic. Like for Topic 3, the top 

30 relevant terms are displayed with 14.7% of the tokens, which suggests words with 

coronavirus outbreak. The λ allows changing the rankings of the terms to help in the 

interpretation of the topic. Also, there is an additional ability of this visualization to select a 

term by hovering and determine the conditional distribution of words over the topics. The 

visualization is saved as an HTML file and a single snapshot of it is shown below in Figure 11: 

 

Figure 11:Interactive LDA Topic Model Visualization 

 

 

Interpreting themes from the topics 

The discovery of themes is done by analyzing the topic model results from Table 1, Table 3, 

Table 5, Table 6, Table 7. The resultant coherent topics shortlisted the highest weightage or top 

10 relevant keywords which suggested the occurrences of words signifying the themes. The 

manually labelled topic model showcased the following themes or insights on topics: 

 

1. Impact of Coronavirus worldwide 
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2. Cancellation of Sports and Social Events 

3. Medical Shortage Supplies 

4. Statistics of COVID cases 

5. Lockdown of Countries 

6. Work from home 

7. Stock Market downfall 

8. Countries fighting together to beat COVID-19 

 

These themes were traced based on the keywords, which were aligned on each topic. The model 

which showed high coherence in interpreting suitable themes is LDA. The themes were most 

cohesive and easy to understand by the collection of words with coherent topics. The themes 

were analyzed by human interpretability skills for identifying from the topics with the most 

suitable insights from the news articles. 
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Conclusions 

The applied topic modelling techniques were able to showcase relevant topics which led to 

getting insights on news articles during the COVID-19 pandemic. These topics were created 

with the relevancy of high usage of keywords. The LDA model overtopped LSI, NMF & HDP 

in performance for a better topic modelling technique. The traditional algorithm was able to 

effectively produce the results better than the new algorithms. This research concluded that the 

performance of the LDA model was better and also, during the COVID-19 pandemic, the 

related news articles were about the deadly coronavirus attack on mankind, impact on social 

life, businesses getting affected to run, medical facilities were in demand, events turned to be 

cancelled, health-related prevention advice and worldwide impact of coronavirus.  

 

Limitations 

Every research has some limitations. In this research, the results posed variations in topics 

which are not exactly true and uncorrelated. The results were limited to the first level of 

modelling as the number of topics is fixed and this can be factorized to get better results. The 

adequate time and data were constraints among the limiting factors of the research.  

 

Future Work 

The future work of this research would be applying more variety of topic modelling techniques 

for topic detection and theme discovery of the textual data. The data findings and insights & 

development steps can be used as a foundation for topic modelling in many applications such 

as news articles, social media, books, journal papers etc. I believe this paper, can be a significant 

source and filled with opportunities for the ones who are looking forward to deep dive in topic 

modelling techniques. The following factors of improvement can be done to build an advance 

model: 

• Clustering the topics in categories with set labels and automatic labelling of topics. 

• Hyperparameter tuning and changing the evaluation metric for model performance. 

• Adopting different word presentation can improve results. 
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Appendices 

This document will aid you in going through the materials of artefacts and also assist in 

implementing the python code for the dissertation project “Topic Modelling and discovery of 

themes on Aylien News Articles during COVID-19” 

 

Contents of the Artifacts 

1. Dataset 

• aylien-covid-news.jsonl : This is the primary dataset used for the research 

2. Model Results 

• All Model Results.xlsx: The file contains the results of all the topic modelling 

techniques used in the research in the form of table format.  

i. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) 

ii. Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) 

iii. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) or Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) 

iv. Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) 

v. Evaluation of Models Result by Coherence Scores 

• Data Analysis & Findings: This file contains all the plots and graphical 

analysis involved in the research along with the process pipelines topics. 

3. Code 

• 10529364-Sagar_Pitale-Dissertation.ipynb: This file can be used to execute 

and implement the python code applied for research and development in this 

research. 

• 10529364-Sagar_Pitale-Dissertation.html: This file can be used to view the 

python code applied for research and development in this research. 

• Interactive LDA Topic Model Visualization.html: This file can be used to 

view the LDA visualization of the model, which is dynamic to check the topics 

and the relevant words generated for each topic. 

4. Readme: This file contains the instructions and guidance for viewing the Artifacts, like 

how to implement the python code and repository of all relevant documents. 
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List of important abbreviations 

LDA Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

LSI Latent Semantic Indexing 

HDP Hierarchical Dirichlet Process 

NMF Non-Negative Matrix Factorization 

BoW Bag of Words 

TF-IDF Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency 

 

 


